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Introduction

For many years now we have developed a system that allows pupils to take ownership of their targets, based on the

notion that if pupils own their targets they will be more motivated to achieve them.  Whilst staff do have progress grades,

based on their prior attainment, we will never use these with pupils.  Instead we will talk to pupils about the aspirations

they have for themselves.

Typically we would structure our target setting process in a session with pupils and parents, explaining our key principles,

the process and next steps.  Unfortunately we are not able to do this at present.  We therefore hope that this information

pack provides you with all the information you need.



Curriculum - Key Information

What does 9 to 1 mean?

GCSEs are ranked from grades 9-1 with a grade 9 the highest

and grade 1 the lowest – with an ungraded GCSE still being a

U.

The Government has made it clear that a ‘pass’ grade for

students is a 4 – and should be viewed in the same way as the

old C grade. However, it’s important to remember that grades

1-3 will also demonstrate individual success for some

students. Only about half the number of students nationally

that used to achieve an A* will achieve a new grade 9.

The table opposite shows how the previous grading system

relates to the current one. The achievement of all young

people is incredibly important and well deserved, and of

course GCSE grades represent only a small amount of your

child’s experiences at school.

Linear Examinations

A key feature of the current GCSEs is linear assessment [examinations].  This means that pupils will be assessed on key

topics / skills / knowledge that they covered at the start of their study [Year 10].  For pupils this means that they must

develop independent study skills early on in Key Stage 4 so they are constantly revisiting and revisiting prior learning.   We

will support pupils with this by sharing revision packs and carefully structuring our assessments to ensure they cover all

content covered to date.

How this affects how schools are measured

Since 2016, all secondary schools are measured on the progress pupils make. The main measurement is Progress 8 –

which measures the average progress of students from their primary school SATs to GCSEs in eight subjects. This is a

comparative measure to other schools nationally. A Progress 8 score of ‘0’ means the school adds nationally average

progress to students across the year group. Anything above 0 means the school adds more than national average, and

anything below means the school adds less than national average progress. A Progress 8 score of 1 or higher is

exceptional and means that, on average, the school adds a whole GCSE grade higher than the national average. A vast

majority of schools will have Progress 8 scores of between -0.5 and 0.5.

Progress 8 scores are not confirmed until January, so unlike the old system, we do not know schools’ headline

measurements on results day, due to the need to compare all students’ progress nationally



Target Setting Principles, Process & Roles

Key Principles

As with all our work at St Thomas More, we base our developments on a set of key principles.  This allows us to self-check

and ensure the systems we devise address the needs of our pupils.  Our key principles for the target setting process are as

follows:

● Pupils should take ownership of their academic targets

● Staff and parents should support pupils to set targets that are challenging

● Learning is regularly reviewed at pupil, departmental and whole school level

● Regular setting of achievable targets helps pupils to develop more effective learner attributes

● Pupils are supported to reach their academic targets

The Process

The flowchart below outlines the process that we work through, ensuring that pupils and parents are involved at all times:



Parent / Carer’s Role

When selecting targets we ask pupils to talk to their parents / carers about what they feel is appropriate.  Parents are

asked to be part of the decision making process.

We ask you to:

● Discuss your child’s range with them, consider their future plans and set challenging targets for each subject area
[example of template is in your pack]

● Work with your child throughout the year to ensure they remain motivated and focused on achieving their targets

School’s Role

Once pupils have selected their targets we will base all our tracking systems in line with what they want to achieve.  We

will support pupils in their choices and refer to their selected targets in all review sessions.

Reporting Progress to Parents

You will continue to receive updates on your child’s progress three times a year with the following data.

○ Current Attainment [where your child is now]
○ Attitude to Learning
○ Engagement in the Classroom
○ Behaviour for Learning

We ask that you use this data with your child; question them on the link between progress towards academic targets and
their engagement

Supporting Well-being

We recognise that KS4 can be a stressful time for students - as such developing good habits to manage uncertainties, are
important.

○ Having a range of people to talk problems through is important - in school there are a host of staff
students can share with.

○ Using the diary well to feel organised can help students to feel on top of their studies.

○ Constant contact with social media has been shown as a cause of stress in many young people.

A healthy balance of sleep, diet and exercise all promote a feeling of overall well-being,  joint effort here is needed; the
school can react to non attendance but you can be proactive in ensuring pupils attend as much as possible.



Next Steps

Your son / daughter will be issued with a target setting sheet from Mr Shield [Assistant Headteacher].  This will give details
on the range of grades that your son / daughter would typically choose their target from, for each subject.

Your child should use this to discuss targets with their subject teachers & return it to their tutor once complete.

Deadline for submission is Friday 5th November, 2021.


